### Primary and Secondary Sources

#### The Klondike and Alaska’s Gold Rush

### Secondary Sources

- [https://www.nps.gov/klgo/learn/goldrush.htm](https://www.nps.gov/klgo/learn/goldrush.htm)
- [https://content.lib.washington.edu/extras/goldrush.html](https://content.lib.washington.edu/extras/goldrush.html)
- [http://www.alaskakids.org/index.cfm/know-alaska/Alaska-History/Gold-Rushes](http://www.alaskakids.org/index.cfm/know-alaska/Alaska-History/Gold-Rushes)
- [http://www.alaska.org/detail/historic-iditarod-trail](http://www.alaska.org/detail/historic-iditarod-trail)
- [http://iditarod.com/about/the-iditarod-trail/](http://iditarod.com/about/the-iditarod-trail/)

### Primary Sources

- [https://www.loc.gov/item/89716057/](https://www.loc.gov/item/89716057/)
  Photo of Yukon gold miners
- [https://www.loc.gov/item/2014637171/](https://www.loc.gov/item/2014637171/)
  Hiking a pass 1897
- [https://www.loc.gov/item/2012647607/](https://www.loc.gov/item/2012647607/)
  Cartoon using the Klondike as a statement against trusts
- [https://www.loc.gov/item/2003677357/](https://www.loc.gov/item/2003677357/)
  Bound for Klondike Fields
- [https://www.loc.gov/item/99614735/](https://www.loc.gov/item/99614735/)
  Gold dredge
- [https://www.loc.gov/resource/ppmsc.01714/](https://www.loc.gov/resource/ppmsc.01714/)
  Gold mining
- [https://www.loc.gov/item/99614754/](https://www.loc.gov/item/99614754/)
  Cleaning up the gold
Strip mining

Panning for gold

Miner washing gold

Interview with miner

Mining Moose Creek

Tunnel at Juneau Mine

Dogs and Miners

California Gold Journal

Dog Teams Carry Gold

Buying Alaskan Outfits

News source